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Abstract. This article analyzes the most common contribution stemming from a variant of analytic (Jungian) psychology as applied to prescriptions and proscriptions for industries and organizations. The contribution, viz., a personality typological theory, may have lost its "Jungness" through the application.

There are many cardinal features of Jungian psychological theories. One is that there are important constituents to psychological functioning that are somehow repositories or indices of timeless themes characterizing human and nonhuman history. Another is that only some of human psychology appears to be conscious—unconscious phenomena can significantly impact on conscious phenomena and on behavior. A third is that there are dynamic processes that affect an individual's degree of personality cohesiveness, complexity, and the like. A fourth is that trait and process opposites simultaneously exist within the psyche even if these opposites may differ in dominance at any point in time. A fifth among others is the importance of symbolization and levels of meaning between, within, and among various psychological and behavioral elements. Wafting through all these features are a spiritual ambience and descriptions and inferences about atypical phenomena that seem to both violate and transcend scientific reason.

There is still controversy over whether and how Jungian theory can be supported through empirical, rationalist, and/or other approaches. The richness of the theory is quite apparent—even if that richness may be viewed as a violation of the theoretical exemplar of parsimony. However, this richness has been largely avoided in industrial/organizational applications. Instead, four personality potentialities—extraversion-introversion (E-I), thinking-feeling (T-F), sensation-intuition (S-I), and a fourth dyad, judging-perceiving (J-P), that is Jungian-like but developed by another researcher, Isabel Myers—have been applied in an effort to identify interpersonal styles of individuals and to recommend and delineate functional attributes of groups within organizations towards the goal of adaptive management. The most common assessment device for identifying and then applying these potentialities is the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).

Unfortunately, there seem to be little data—at least based on empirical and rationalist variants of scientific method—supporting the purported applications of the MBTI in affecting the management of organizations and groups within it. (This conclusion does not ignore correlational research between the MBTI and other construct measures that seems to support the proposed referents and nomological networks of MBTI types.) Moreover, the MBTI seems to trivialize, oversimplify, and even misread the notion of Jungian personality potentialities.

However, the MBTI may still be very Jungian—even if not in the manner intended by the MBTI's creators. For example, some observers have noted that the marketing of MBTI programs and materials as well as the MBTI seminar process can at times border on the cult-like—as can seminars on Jungian psychology. As well, the MBTI's very failings when held to the accounts of scientific method may—as with Jungian psychology—be held by its supporters to be a problem of adversarial, inadequate, or irrelevant scientific paradigms. Moreover, the political notion of received wisdom to enlighten a population—and the failings
of this wisdom-- may be characterized as timeless as anything arising from the depths of the collective unconscious.